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Abstract— A wireless ad hoc network is a decentralized 

type of wireless network. It does not rely on a pre existing 

infrastructure. Each node partakes in routing by 

forwarding data for other nodes, so the decision of which 

nodes forward data is made dynamically on the basis of 

network connectivity. Mobile Ad hoc NETwork (MANET) 

is a collection of mobile nodes equipped with both a 

wireless transmitter and a receiver that communicate with 

each other via bidirectional wireless links either directly or 

indirectly. However, this communication is limited to the 

range of transmitters. This means that two nodes cannot 

communicate with each other when the distance between 

the two nodes is beyond the communication range of their 

own. It is competent of forming a self-configuring and self-

maintaining network without the help of a centralized 

infrastructure, which is frequently infeasible in vital 

mission applications like military conflict or emergency 

revitalization. Existing anonymous routing protocols that 

rely on either hop-by-hop encryption or redundant traffic 

either generate high cost or cannot provide full anonymity 

protection to information sources, destinations, and routes. 

To present high anonymity defense at a low cost, we 

propose Enhanced Adaptive Acknowledgement with ECC 

Signatures specially designed for MANETs. In this paper, 

we adopt a digital signature scheme during the packet 

transmission process. As in all acknowledgment-based 

IDSs, it is crucial to guarantee the integrity and legitimacy 

of all response packets. The projected approach examines 

the capability of the digital signature with enhancement 

using public key encryption. 
 

Keywords—network partitioning, public key encryption, 

destination zone, random forwarding, anonymity defender. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Network establishment 

A wireless network is created. Multiple new nodes 

are added within the network. Each new node added to the 

network is denoted by a node identifier using dynamic 

pseudonyms rather than using its real MAC address. 

Therefore, a node cannot be identified or tracked using its 

MAC address. A node’s pseudonym expires after a specific 

time period so that the pseudonym cannot be pre-computed.  

 

Network partitioning 

 For simplicity of design, we presume that the entire 

network area is  generally  a  rectangle  in  which   nodes   

are   randomly distributed. The  information  of  the   

bottom-right  and upper left boundary of the network 

area  is configured into each  node  when it  joins  in  the  

system. This in format io n  enables a  node to trace the 

positions of nodes in the entire area for zone partitions in 

Anonymity Defender. This features a dynamic and 

u n p r e d i c t a b l e  routing path,   which   comprises   of a 

number of dynamically determined intermediary relay 

n o d e s .  Given an area, we horizontally partition it into 

two zones  A1   and  A2 . We then vertically partition zone  

A1 to B1   and  B2 . After  that,  we horizontally partition 

zone  B2 into  two  zones.  Such zone partitioning 

repeatedly splits the  smallest zone  in an  alternating 

horizontal and  vertical  approach.  We  t e r m    this   

partition  method   hierarchical  zone partition.  This system  

uses  the  hierarchical zone  partition and randomly 

chooses  a node  in  the  partitioned zone  in  each step  as  

an  intermediate relay  node  (i.e.,  data  forwarder), thus  

dynamically generating an unpredictable routing path 

for a message. 
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We describe the zone hav i ng  k nodes w h e r e  D resides 

the destination  zone, denoted as ZD . k is used  to control  

the degree of anonymity protection for the destination. 

Specifically,  in  the  anonymity defender  routing, each 

data source or forwarder executes  the hierarchical zone 

partition. It initially verifies whether itself and  

destination are in the similar  zone.  If so, it splits the 

zone  alternatively in the horizontal and  vertical   

directions.  The n o d e    repeats this procedure unt i l  itself 

and  ZD   are not in the same  zone. It then arbitrarily  

chooses   a  spot  in  the   other  zone   called temporary  

destination  (TD),  and   uses   the   GPSR   routing  

algorithm to send  the  data  to the  node  closest to TD. 

This node is labeled as a random forwarder (RF). Fig 1 

illustrates an example where node N3   is the closest to 

TD, so it is selected as  a  RF . ALARM[1] aims  at  

achieving  k-anonymity [14] for destination node D, 

where k is a predefined integer. As a result, in the  last  

step,  the  data  are  broadcasted to  k nodes  in  ZD , 

providing k-anonymity to the 

destination.

 
           Fig.1. Selecting an RF according to a given TD. 

  

II. RELATED WORK 

Existing anonymity routing protocols in MANETs can 

be mainly classified into two ca tegor ie s : hop-by-hop 

encryption and r e d u n d a n t  traffic. Most of the p r e s e n t  

approaches are limited by focusing on enforcing 

anonymity at a heavy cost to precious resources because 

public-key-based encryption and high traffic cause 

significantly high cost. In addition, many approaches 

cannot provide all of the abovementioned anonymity 

protections. For  example, ALARM  [1] cannot  protect  

the location  anonymity of source  and  destination, 

SDDR [3] cannot  provide route  anonymity, and  ZAP 

[2] only  focuses  on  destination anonymity.  

Many anonymity routing algorithms are based on the 

geographic routing protocol (e.g., Greedy Perimeter 

Stateless   Routing  (GPSR)  [4])  that  greedily forwards  

a packet  to the node  closest  to the destination. 

However, the protocol’s  strict relay node selection  makes  

it easy to reveal the source  and destination and  to 

analyze traffic. The all-to-all broadcast operation is so 

expensive in MANETs that the area is relatively unexplored. 

The way in which unreliable transmissions and mobility 

interact with the delivery of broadcasts over time make it 

intractable to find a benchmark or bound on performance. The 

effect of all-to-all broadcasting on energy efficiency in a 

MANET is studied in [5]. However, that study assumes that all 

nodes are directly connected. To our knowledge, the more 

complicated problem of all-to-all broad- casting in MANETs 

larger than a single node’s transmission range requires further 

study. One application of all-to-all broadcasting is sharing 

location information. Many routing protocols proposed for 

MANETs benefit from having accurate, up-to-date 

information about the locations of other nodes in the network. 

The Location Aided Routing (LAR) unicast protocol [6],  for 

example, uses location information to reduce the overhead 

of finding routes. Other  protocols,  such as the Depth First 

Search (DFS) protocol [7], use location information to 

determine routes directly. [8] and [9] provide surveys of 

MANET routing protocols that use location information. 

The legend traversal problem in a MANET is similar to 

both the Traveling Sales- man Problem (TSP) and the 

Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) problem [10]. While there 

are several known algorithms to solve the TSP and MST 

problems, they work only for static networks. Also, in general 

they rely on global knowledge to solve the problem, while the 

legend is limited to its own local knowledge. Thus new 

methods are needed to solve the legend traversal problem in a 

MANET. The algorithm in [11] takes a different approach to 

the TSP. Its ant colony system uses ant-like agents to find a 

distributed solution to the TSP. However, they also use 

global knowledge to solve the problem. The GPSAL 

algorithm proposed in uses ant-like agents that resemble a 

legend in some ways. However, these agents are unicast 

from one node to another, instead of traversing the entire 

network like a legend. Ant-like agents augment a unicast 

routing protocol in [13] to form an Ant-AODV hybrid.  

 

In that protocol, multiple ants act independently to collect 

connectivity information to update AODV routing tables. 

Conversely,  limited  resource  is  an   inherent problem 

in MANETs,  in which  each  node  labors  under an 

energy  constraint.  
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MANETs complex routing and stringent channel  

resource  constraints  impose  strict  limits   on  the 

system capacity. Further, the  recent  increasing growth 

of multimedia applications (e.g., video  transmission) 

imposes higher requirement of routing efficiency. 

However, existing  anonymous routing protocols 

generate a significantly high cost, which  exacerbates the  

resource constraint problem in MANETs.  In a MANET  

employing a high-cost anonymous routing in a 

battlefield, a low quality of service in voice and video 

data transmission due to depleted resources may lead to 

disastrous delay  in military operations. 

III. SYSTEM DESIGN 

This work consists   of  a  number of  dynamically  

determined intermediate relay  nodes. It uses  the  

hierarchical zone  partition and randomly chooses  a 

node  in  the  partitioned zone  in  each step  as  an  

intermediate relay  node  (i.e.,  data  forwarder), thus  

dynamically generating an unpredictable routing path  

for a message. 

In a S-D communication, S first embeds a symmetric 

key  KS ,  encrypted using  D’s  public key, into  a packet.  

Later,  D sends  S its requested contents, encrypted  with   

KS ,   decrypted  by  its  own   public   key. Therefore, 

the packets  communicated between S and  D can be 

efficiently and  securely  protected using  KS . All the 

nodes from the source zone sent out the packets at the same 

time. Therefore, the source will be hidden among the nodes. A 

dynamic routing path is generated and the source node 

forwards the packet encrypted using the next forwarding 

nodes’ public key. Only that RF can decrypt it with its 

corresponding private key. 

This procedure continues for all the intermediate relay 

nodes and finally the packet is forwarded to the destination, 

which the destination will decrypt using its private key. 

Anonymity defender offers identity and location anonymity of 

the source and destination, as well as route anonymity. 

 

 Unlike geographic routing[11], which always takes the 

shortest path, Anonymity defender makes the route between a 

S-D pair difficult to discover by randomly and dynamically 

selecting the relay nodes. The resultant different routes for 

transmissions between a given S-D pair make it difficult for an 

intruder to observe a statistical pattern of transmission. This is 

because the RF set changes due to the random selection of RFs 

during the transmission of each packet.  

Even if an adversary detects all the nodes along a route 

once, this detection does not help it in finding the routes for 

subsequent transmissions between the same S-D pair. 

Additionally, since an RF is only aware of its proceeding node 

and succeeding node in route, the source and destination nodes 

cannot be differentiated from other nodes en route. Also, the 

anonymous path between S and D ensures that nodes on the 

path do not know where the endpoints are. Anonymity 

defender strengthens the privacy protection for S and D by the 

unlinkability of the transmission 

endpoints and the transmitted data [1]. That is, S and D cannot 

be associated with the packets in their communication by 

adversaries. Anonymity defender incorporates the “notify and 

go” mechanism to prevent an intruder from identifying which 

node within the source neighbourhood has initiated packets. 

Anonymity defender also provides k-anonymity to 

destinations by hiding D among k receivers in ZD. Thus, an 

eavesdropper can only obtain information on ZD, rather than 

the destination position, from the packets and nodes en route. 

The route anonymity due to random relay node selection in 

anonymity defender prevents an intruder from intercepting 

packets or compromising vulnerable nodes en route to issue 

DoS attacks. In anonymity defender, the routes between two 

communicating nodes are constantly changing, so it is difficult 

for adversaries to predict the route of the next packet for 

packet interception. Similarly, the communication of two 

nodes in anonymity defender cannot be completely stopped by 

compromising certain nodes because the number of possible 

participating nodes in each packet transmission is very large 

due to the dynamic route changes. In contrast, these attacks 

are easy to perform in geographic routing, since the route 

between a given S-D pair is unlikely to change for different 

packet transmissions, and thus, the number of involved nodes 

is much smaller than in anonymity defender. 
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Fig.2. Overall System Architecture 

A. The  Destination Zone Position 

The reason  we use ZD   rather than  D is to avoid  

exposure of D.  Zone position refers  to  the  upper left  

and  bottom-right coordinates  of  a  zone.  One  problem  

is  how   to  find  the position of ZD , which  is needed by 

each packet  forwarder to check  whether it is separated 

from  the  destination after  a partition and  whether it  

resides  in  ZD . Let  H  denote the total number of 

partitions in order  to produce ZD . Using the number of 

nodes  in ZD   (i.e., k), and  node density ρʹ, H  is 

calculated by 

 

 H= log((ρ.G)/k), 

 

where G is the  size  of the  entire  network area.  Using  

the calculated H, the size G, the positions (0,0) and   

( xG, yG) of the entire  network area, and  the position of 

D, the source  S can  calculate  the  zone   position  of  

ZD.  Assume anonymity defender partitions  zone   

vertically   first.   After   the   first   vertical partition,  the  

positions  of  the  two  generated  zones   are 

  (0,0), (0.5 xG, yG) and (0.5 xG, 0),( xG, yG). 

S then f i n d s  t h e  zone wh e r e  ZD     is located and 

d i v i d e s  that z o n e  h o r i z o n tally. This recursive process 

continues until H partitions are completed.  

 

The final generated zone is the desired destination  zone,  

and its  position can  be  retrieved  accordingly. 

Therefore,   the   size   of  the   destination  zone   is G/2
H 

 .   

For example,  for   a  network  with size G = 8  and   

position represented by (0,0) and  (4, 2), if H = 3 and  the 

destination position   is  (0:5, 0:8),   the   resulting  

destination   zone’s position is (0, 0) and  (1, 1) with  size 

of  8/ 2
3
=1. 

B. Source Anonymity 

Anonymity defender contributes to  the  accomplishment 

of  anonymity  by restricting  a   node’s   view   only   to  

its   neighbors   and constructing the same  initial and  

forwarded messages. This makes  it difficult  for an 

intruder to tell if a node  is a source  or   a   forwarding  

node.   To   strengthen  the   anonymity protection  of  

the   source   nodes,   we   further  propose  a lightweight  

mechanism called  “notify   and   go. 

”  Its  basic idea is to let a number of nodes  send out 

packets  at the same time as S in order  to hide  the  source  

packet among many  other  packets.“Notify and  go”  has  

two  phases:  “notify” and  “go.”  In the first “notify” 

phase, S piggybacks its data transmission notification 

with   periodical update  packets  to  notify   its 

neighbors that it will send  out a packet.  The packet  

includes two  random back-off  time  periods, t and  t0 . 

In  the  “go” phase, S  and   its  neighbors wait  for  a  

certain   period of randomly   chosen   time   €[ t , t+ t0]  

before  sending  out messages.  S’s  neighbors  generate  

only   several   bytes  of random data  just in order  to cover 

the traffic of the source.  t should be a small value that 

does not affect the transmission latency.  A long  t0    

may  lead  to  a long  transmission delay while  a  short  

t0    may  result   in  interference due  to  many packets  

being  sent  out  simultaneously. Thus,  t0   should be 

long  enough to  minimize interference and  balance  out  

the delay  between  S  and   S’s  farthest  neighbor  in  

order   to prevent any  intruder from  discriminating S. 

This  camouflage augments the privacy protection for S 

by  n-anonymity where n  is  the  number of  its  

neighbors.  Therefore, it  is difficult  for an attacker to 

analyze traffic to discover S even if it receives  the first 

notification. 

Anonymity defender utilizes  a TTL field in each 

packet  to prevent the packets  issued in the  first  phase  

from  being  forwarded  in order  to reduce excessive  

traffic.  Only  the packets  of S are assigned a valid TTL, 

while the covering packets only have a TTL = 0. After S 

decides the next TD, it forwards the packet  to the next 

relay node,  which  is its neighbor based  on GPSR. To 

prevent the  covering  packets from  being  differentiated 

from the ones sent by S, S encrypts the TTL field using 

K
RN obtained  from   the   periodical  “hello”   packets   

between neighbors.  Every  node  that  receives  a  packet   

but  cannot  find  a valid  TTL will try to decrypt the TTL 

using  its own private key.  Therefore, only  NRN  will  be 

able  to  success- fully decrypt it, while  other  nodes  will 

drop such  a packet. 

C. Litheness to Timing Attacks 

In timing  attacks  [16], through packet  departure and 

arrival times,   an  intruder  can  identify  the   packets  

transmitted between S and  D, from which  it can finally 

detect  S and  D. For example, two  nodes  A and  B  

communicate with  each other  at an interval of 5  

seconds.  
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After  a long  observation time,  the  intruder  finds  that  

A’s packet  sending time  and B’s   packet   receiving  

time   have   a   fixed   five   second  difference  such   

as   (19:00:55,  19:01:00)  and   (20:01:33, 20:01:38). 

Then,  the  intruder would suspect that  A and  B are 

communicating with  each other. 

Avoiding the  exhibition of interaction between 

communication  nodes   is  a  way   to  counter  timing   

attacks.   In anonymity defender,  the  “notify   and   go”  

mechanism  and   the  broad- casting  in ZD   both  put  

the interaction between S-D into two sets of nodes  to 

obfuscate intruders. More importantly, the routing path  

between a given  S-D and  the  communication delay   

(i.e.,  time  stamp)  change   constantly,  which   again 

keeps an intruder from  identifying the S and  D. 

 

D. Approach to  defy Intersection Attacks 

In an intersection attack, an attacker with information 

about active  users  at a given  time  can determine the 

sources  and destinations  that   communicate  with   each  

other   through repeated  observations.  

 

Intersection   attacks   are  a  well- known  problem  

and   have   not  been   well  resolved  [16]. Though 

anonymity defender  offers  k-anonymity to  D,  an  

intersection attacker can  still  identify D from  repeated 

observations of node  movement and  communication if 

D  always stays  in ZD  during a transmission session.  

This is because  as long as D is communicating, the  

attacker can  monitor the   change   of  the   members  in   

the   destination  zone containing D.  As  time  elapses  

and  nodes  move,  all  other members may  move  out  of 

the destination zone  except  D. As  a  result,   D  is  

identified  as  the  destination because   it always 

appears in the destination zone. 

The status o f a ZD    after a packet is  broadcasted to  

the  zone.  The  arrows show   the  moving  directions 

of nodes.  We can  see  that  nodes  a,  b, c, d, and  D  are  

in ZD . Fig. 5b is the subsequent status of the zone  the 

next time  a packet  is transmitted between the same  S-D 

pair. This time, nodes  d, e, f , g, and D are in ZD . Since 

the intersection of the in-zone nodes  in both  figures  

includes d and  D, D could  be identified by the attacker. 

Therefore, the longer  an attacker watches   the   process,   

the   easier   it   is  to   identify   the destination node. To 

counter the intersection attack,  ZAP [2] dynamically 

enlarges the  range  of  anonymous zones  to  broadcast 

the messages   or   minimizes   communication  session   

time. However, the former strategy increases the 

communication overhead, while  the  latter  may  not  

be  suitable for  long- duration   communication.  

Instead   of  adopting  such   a mitigating  mechanism,  

we   propose  another  strategy   to resolve  this problem. 

Note  that  the attacker can be puzzled and  lose the 

cumulated observation by making it occasion- ally  fail 

to observe D’s reception of packets.  Since packets  are  

delivered to ZD always in  long-duration sessions 

rather than  using  direct  local broadcasting in the zone,  

the last RF multicasts packet pkt1   to a partial set of 

nodes,  say m nodes  out  of the total  k nodes  in the 

zone.  The m nodes  hold  the  packets  until  the  arrival 

of the  next  packet  pkt2 . Upon  the  arrival of the  next  

packet,  the  m  nodes  conduct one-hop broadcasting to 

enable  other nodes  in the  zone  to also receive  the  

packet  in order  to hide  D. It  shows  the two-step 

process  with  the first step in solid arrows and  the 

second  step in dashed arrows. We can see   that   the   

first   step   reaches   a  number   of   nodes   in the  

destination zone,  but  the  destination is  reached in the 

second   step.  Because the deliveries of  pkt1  and   pkt2     

are mixed,  an attacker observes that D is not in the 

recipient set of pkt1   though D receives  pkt1   in the 

delivery time  of pkt2 . Therefore, the   attacker   would   

think   that   D is not   the recipient of every packet in ZD    

in the transmission session, thus blocking the 

intersection attack. Because the attacker may grab and 

analyze packets  on air, the  last  forwarding node  alters  

a  number of bits  in  each packet   to  prevent the  

attacker from  identifying  identical packets  in one  

broadcasting. This function is provided by the field 

(Bitmap) Kpub in each packet. The Bitmap records the 

altered bits and is encrypted using the destination’s 

public key Kpub for recovering the original data. Since 

destination is not   always   within   the   recipient  set,   

and   the   packet forwarded to  a  destination is  

different from  the  original packet,  the attacker cannot  

identify the destination from its observation history by  

calculating the  intersection set  of nodes.  This incurs 

two extra costs. One is the one- hop broadcasting of the  

recipients in the destination zone. The other  is the 

encryption cost of changed bits.The percentage of nodes  

in ZD  that can receive the packet (i.e., coverage 

percent) is,
 

           Pc + m*(Pc)/k, 
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where pc denotes the  percentage of the k m nodes  

that receive  the packet  from  the m nodes  in the second  

step. To ensure that D receives the packet, pc should 

equal  1. pc = 1 can be achieved by a moderate value  of 

m considering node  transmission range.  A lower 

transmission range  leads  to a higher value  of m and  

vice versa. The anonymity and routing efficiency  

properties of  anonymity defender is theoretically analyzed.  

We examine the number  of  nodes   that   can   

participate   in  routing  that function as  camouflages 

for  routing  nodes. The number of RFs in a routing 

path, which shows the route anonymity degree and 

routing efficiency o f   anonymity defender.  We calculate 

the anonymity protection degree of a destination zone   

as t i m e    passes   to s h o w  anonymity defender’s  ability  

to counter  intersection attacks.   In  this  section,   we  

also  use figures  to show  the analytical results to clearly 

demonstrate the relationship between these  factors  

and  the  anonymity protection degree. In t h i s   

analysis  scenario, it is assumed  that   the   entire 

network area  is a rectangle with  side  lengths lA   and  

lB  and the  entire   area   is  partitioned  H  times   to  

produce  a  k- anonymity destination zone.  For the  

parameters of results in the  figures,  unless   otherwise  

indicated, the  size  of the entire  network zone is 1,000 

m x 1,000 m and  the number of nodes  equals  200. We set 

H = 5 to ensure that  a reasonable number of nodes in 

the destination. 

                                                   

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE              

 

Anonymity Defender is an efficient, low cost and anonymity 

protection for sources, destinations, and routes based System. It 

uses dynamic hierarchical zone partitions and random relay 

node selections to make it difficult for an intruder to detect the 

two endpoints and nodes en route. A packet in anonymity 

defender includes the source and destination zones rather than 

their positions to provide anonymity protection to the source 

and the destination. Anonymity defender further strengthens 

the anonymity protection of source and destination by hiding 

the data initiator/receiver among a number of data initiators/ 

receivers. It has the “notify and go” mechanism for source 

anonymity, and uses local broadcasting for destination 

anonymity. In addition, anonymity defender has an efficient 

solution to counter intersection attacks. Anonymity defender’s 

ability to fight against timing attacks is also analyzed.  

Anonymity defender System uses location based information 

for route discovery and maintains anonymity in location based 

information. Conversely such system at times are complex and 

cannot be adoptable for all kind of the user. Thus to increase 

the performance and to avoid the dependences of the system , 

ID based Anonymous status is maintained using the Elliptic 

Curve Cryptographical approach.ECC based mechanism are 

PKI model and used to enhance the security of the system . 

Packet encryption is introduced to increase again the status of 

the system. 
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